
Perryman(2) review continued... 

 

Her new book Love Game combines this perhaps curious mix to produce  not only the definitive social 

history of tennis but also provides a template of range, argument and wonderfully engaging writing style 

for a similar progressive account of each and every other sport too. An incredibly important book whether 

tennis is or your sport or not.  

 

Wimbledon fortnight for as long as most of us can remember has been a mainstay of the British sporting 

summer.  English culture is notoriously insular, the Tour de France scarcely got a look-in, something those 

fancy-dan continentals got up to. All that has changed now, with first Olympic success on the velodrome 

track closely followed by Wiggomania and Chris Froome’s victory last year too. Yorkshire hosting the start 

of Le Tour’s 2014 edition is symbolic of the soft internationalism sport at its best has an almost unique 

capacity to foster in opposition to this broader cultural isolationism. Tim Moore’s Gironimo  is a tribute to 

Italy’s Grand Tour Race, 'The Giro’ which this year started in Belfast. Tracing the route of the 1914 race on 

an ancient bike, this exploration  of what cycling means  to Italians is an effective, mix of the historic and 

the comic.  Alasdair Fotheringham’s Reckless covers a more recent period of cycling history. The life and 

cycling times (sic) of Luis Ocana, the great Eddy Merckx’s most serious rival in the 1970s. A vivid portrayal 

of the sport before the scourge of performance-enhancing drugs threatened to destroy it. Rider pitted against 

rider in what is surely the single longest battle for physical supremacy in any sport , the four weeks of Le 

Tour. Fotheringham captures the mental and muscular intensity such endurance demands brilliantly. 

Cycling appears to the layperson as a sport simply of individuals , but dig deeper and rather this is a sport 

contested by teams of individuals. Pro cyclist Charly Wegelius records this in his autobiography 

Domestique. Every team has a leader, pushing for the Yellow Jersey or equivalent, but sprint finishers, 

mountain climbers, a rouleur to help keep the pace going, sometimes to make a breakaway, often to close the 

breakaway down.  And in Charly’s case a domestique too, with a wide variety of roles to keep the team 

united behind the interests of their leader. A book that helps us to understand the varying parts of what 

make up cycling’s peloton which produces such a thrilling sport. Le Tour will this summer surely establish 

itself as one of the highlights of the British sporting summer. But the rest of the continental great cycling 

races  remain so low profile over here in terms of coverage and understanding it as if they do not exist. 

Cycling in that sense has a long way to go before breaking into the British sporting mainstream. To 

understand the appeal of the one-day classics read the brilliant new book  The Monuments. A bit like 

football-writing in the early 1990s, publishers have woken up to the fact that there is a great literature to 

be written about cycling and a growing readership too. Crucial tools towards the popular breakthrough the 

sport deserves.  There’s not much doubt part of the appeal of cycling is the pursuit of speed. From 

commuting and the recreational to touring and racing, the bike offers us the potential for unheard of speed 

by almost any other vehicles fuelled by our own body. Few of us are going to reach elite levels of 

performance, but the dreaming and wondering is pervasive. Desires satisfied by Michael Hutchinson’s 

imaginative book on the science of cycling speed, Faster. 

 

And the book of the quarter? One to restore faith in the capacity of sport to inspire, to form a collective, to 

spark social change. The remarkable story of Germany’s FC St Pauli, told with energy  and insight in the 

brand new book (the title says it all), Pirates, Punks & Politics  by Nick Davidson. This is a tale, and writing , 

to take us back to spiky music and DIY politics that framed a long-forgotten moment of football with 

attitude. A book to remind us that across sport those sparks still exist, vividly illustrated by all that St Pauli 

fans have achieved. A book to  lift spirits, and horizons, just what sport needs.  

 

Note  No links in this book review to Amazon. If you can avoid buying from the tax-dodgers please do so. 

 

Mark Perryman is the co-founder of the self-styled ‘sporting outfitters of intellectual distinction’. aka, Philosophy 

Football.  
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